
What you need~
(1) 6" X 9" top spiral bound note book.
1/4 yd for main fabric.
1/4 yd for accent fabric.
Scraps for Applique and pencil tab.
16" X 22" heavy fusible interfacing.
7" of thin elastic. (I used a hair bungy instead)
6 small buttons or thick pearl cotton for eyes and

mouth.

Cutting~
From main fabric~
*Cut (2) 6 3/4" X 19 ½" rectangles.
From accent fabric~
*Cut (2) 6 3/4" X 15" rectangles. (Pockets)
From scrap fabric~
*Cut (1) 2 ½" X 6 ½" rectangle (pen pocket)
From heavy fusible interfacing~
*Cut (2) 6 3/4" X 7 ½" (pockets)
*Cut (1) 6 3/4" X 19 ½" (outside)

Let’s begin~

*Iron 6 3/4" X 19 ½" interfacing to wrong side of 

6 3/4" X 19 ½" main fabric rectangle. 

*Trace snow man applique templates onto a fusible web,

such as Steam-a-Seam or Heat and Bond. 

*Iron traced pieces to wrong side of scrap fabric. 

*Cut shapes out. 

*Iron to lower left corner of main fabric rectangle. (Place

applique 1/8" in from rough edge of main fabric

rectangle. Use color picture for placement)

*Using a button hole stitch, stitch around applique.

Pencil tab~

*With right sides together, fold 2 ½" X 6 ½" pencil tab in

half. 

*Stitch along 2 ½" edge. 

*Turn right side out and press. (Now measures 2 ½" X 3".)

*With rough edges together, fold in half and press. 

(Now measures 1 1/4" X 3")

*Pin pencil tab to front left side of main fabric 

rectangle, 3 ½" up front bottom edge.
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A fun and quick
covered notebook

that makes a perfect
gift for your

friends!
Shown in two

fabric
ways.....cotton or



Face~

*Stitch buttons to face for eyes and mouth OR using pearl

cotton make french knots for eyes and mouth.

Assembly~

*Pin elastic to rough edges, across snowman face.

*Iron 6 3/4" X 7 ½" interfacing to one half 

of the wrong side of 6 3/4" X 15" 

accent fabric.

*With wrong sides together, fold accent 

fabric in half. Press. (Now measures 

6 3/4" X 7 ½" rectangle.) 

Press. Make 2 inside pockets.

*Matching rough edges, place inside pockets 

to both ends of main rectangle.

*Place other main rectangle on top of 

inside pockets. (Right sides together)

*Stitch around all edges of main rectangle,

leaving a 3" opening on one side      

(Do not have opening by the

elastic).

*Trim tiny bit of excess fabric from corners and turn right

side out. Press.

*Hand stitch turning opening, closed.

*Place note pad in cover and pen in pocket.

*You are ready to make your holiday shopping list.

*Makes great, fast gifts for anyone who likes to be 

organized!
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